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▪ Tectonic changes in 
international political 
economy

▪Mounting protectionism, 
weakening of multilateralism

▪Paradox: international 
cooperation is declining 
precisely when it is most 
needed to implement the 2030 
Agenda

▪Growing inequalities and 
erosion of trust in democracy

▪ Increasing technological and 
trade rivalry

Accord of 193 countries

Erradicate poverty and hunger 
and universalize rights

Protect marine and terrestrial 
ecological integrity

Multilateral governance to 
provide global public goods

International cooperation 
essential to bridge gaps and 
assymetries

From hyperglobalization to political fragmentation 
and conflict: global shift since 2015
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Results of the simulation exercise 
20 indicators/15 SDGs  for Latin America and the Caribbean 

• Under-5 mortality (SDG3)
• Protected marine areas (SDG14)

• Research and development expenditure (SDG9)
• Inequalities (SDG10)
• Internet use (SDG17)

• Secondary education enrollment (SDG4)
• Gender (SDG5)
• Water and sanitation(ODS6)
• Renewable energy (SDG7)
• Sustainable consumption (ODS12)
• Climate (SDG13)
• Forest area (SDG15)
• Share in global exports (SDG17)

• Undernourishment (SDG2)
• Employment (SDG8)

• Poverty and extreme poverty (SDG1)

N. of 
indicatorsIndicator Expected results

2

4

10

2

2

The target has been reached

The target would not be reached

Adequate trend

Reversion of trend puts at risk the 
achievement of the targets

Trends achievable only with high growth 
rates or better income distribution

Fulfillment of the 2030 Agenda in Latin America 
and the Caribbean is at a critical point

Source: UN Economic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean.
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At the current rate, Asia-Pacific is not on track 
to achieve any of the SDGs

Stagnant or negative progress for 

over 50% of the Goals; insufficient 

progress in others.

Complete course correction required 

for many environment related SDG

targets and indicators.

Insufficient data remains a 

challenge

Annual additional investment of 

$1.5 trillions needed to achieve the 

SDGs

Source: Asia and the Pacific SDG Progress Report 2019; Social Economic Survey of Asia and the Pacific 2019.
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Progress towards achieving the Sustainable Development Goals 
is slow and uneven across the African continent

Source: UN Economic Commission for Africa.
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Achieving the 2030 Agenda in Arab region will require tackling 
development issues in a new interdisciplinary way that addresses 

both national and regional challenges, especially linked to the 
effects of conflict

Source: UN Economic and Social Commission for West Asia.
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Mixed progress in the UNECE region

A region with good health indicators, 
increased use of renewable energy and 
growing climate finance but…

…inequality is rising, the gender 

gap is large and the progress in 
decoupling economic expansion from 
environmental degradation is 
insufficient

Accelerating progress requires stronger 
attention to accelerators such as gender 
equality and education and increasing 
policy coherence across sectors

Women in managerial positions, percentages

Greenhouse gas emissions and GDP, EU28

Source: UN Economic Commission for Europe.
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In summary
• Without changing the development patterns, the 

goals of several SDGs would not be achieved.

• Central to achieving the SDGs is to mobilize the 
means of implementation (financing, technology, 
trade) the 2030 Agenda and evaluate its results.

• Policies for equality and growth are essential.

• Great environmental push with industrial, 
investment and innovation policies for a 
progressive structural change with environmental 
sustainability.
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Active fiscal policies to finance the 2030 Agenda 

1.Reduce tax evasion and 
illicit financial flows

2.Tax the digital economy 
and adopt environmental 
and health taxes

3.Rethink tax expenditure  

4.Strengthen personal 
income tax and 
property tax

1. Protect dual (social and 
labour) inclusion with 
social spending

2. Strengthen public 
investment in innovative 
technologies

3. Promote public-private 
partnerships for 
infrastructure and 
renewable energy

4. Redesign tax incentives for 
industrial policies

1. Adopt regional and 
global agreements to 
reduce tax evasion 
and avoidance and 
illicit flows

2. Reduce harmful tax 
competition

3. Reduce global 
asymmetries and 
strengthen dialogue with 
transnational companies

4 tools to increase 
the fiscal space

4 public spending 
and investment 

policies

Multilateral regional 
space to strengthen 

fiscal policy
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The 2030 Agenda calls for a 
new multilateralism

• That builds confidence in international cooperation and collective 
action for the provision of global and regional public goods

• That enhances resilience to financial, trade and technology shocks

• That universalizes welfare States and protects the rights of 
disadvantaged minorities

• That champions the broad interests of the many above those of 
organized groups in which capital and technology are concentrated

• That strengthens deliberative capacities, transparency and 
informed debate among all citizens
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Regional value proposition to implement Agenda 2030

• Convening capabilities of intergovernmental sectoral bodies

• Regional fora for Sustainable Development

• Implementation of Agenda 2030 at national level needs regional integration 
and cooperation to:

Assess gaps and barriers for implementation

Reduce financial, technological and trade assymmetries

Combat tax avoidance and illicit funds 

Address climate change particularly for SIDS

Nexus between development, humanitarian and migration

• Methods and peer learning on building the SDGs into national development 
plans, budgets and business models.

• Measure what we collectively decide: new indicators

• Technical cooperation upon demand to Member States and Resident 
Coordinators
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Specific challenges of Middle Income Countries 
(MICs)

• Per capita income doesn’t capture heterogeneity of 
social and economic development among MICs

• Heterogeneous dependency of ODA of MICs in Latin 
America and the Caribbean: from 1% to 30% of Gross 
Nominal Income

• Graduation to high-level income doesn’t mean higher 
levels of well being

• Economic and environmental vulnerabilities of MICs, 
especially for SIDS

• Switch the perspective of development: from per capita 
income to development in transition 




